Through inquiries at the New Orleans Retailers Credit Bureau and other appropriate sources and by review of the city and telephone directories, no address was found for the following individuals or companies:

- Rachel Photo Studio
- Doubi-Ad Shop
- Art Studios
- Print Rollers, Inc.
- Ables Commercial Photography
- Rex Photography
- Lincoln Photo Studios
- Jasmer Company
- Ansco Photo Supplies
- Ajax, Inc., Photographers
- W. B. Simon, Shipping
- B. O. or B. D. Company
- 532 Magazine Street

The above investigation at New Orleans was conducted by Special Agents MICHAEL F. CAMPBELL, DONALD L. HUGHES, JOSEPH M. Mc CARTHY, WILLIAM L. MEYERHOFF, JAMES R. RIGDON, and CLAUDE L. SCHLAGER.

Mr. PHILIP A. BLAPPERT, Manager, Rosen Photography, 889 Front Street, New Orleans, Louisiana, after being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent, furnished the following information:

Mr. BLAPPERT advised that LEE H. OSWALD applied for a position of Clerk-Typist at his concern some time in the middle of August, but he could not recall the exact date. BLAPPERT advised that he destroyed OSWALD's application after he decided not to employ him but could remember that OSWALD listed his address as 4809 Magazine Street, New Orleans, and listed the fact that he was married. BLAPPERT stated that OSWALD was neatly dressed, well spoken, and looked too good to be applying for a $50.00 a week job as Clerk-Typist. BLAPPERT stated further that based on the latter, he became suspicious of OSWALD.

BLAPPERT could furnish no further information.